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Speed and Precision: with the i-track, Josam is introducing an all-new diagnostic
wheel alignment system, with new, smaller measuring heads.
•
•
•

Smaller and lighter measuring heads
Faster, easier-to-use and more ergonomic than previous generations
Full flexibility: Target scales can be either mounted on the workshop floor or kept mobile.

The target scales for the new JOSAM i-track alignment system can be mounted on the floor of the workspace,
turning it into a rectangular bay for diagnostic work. Alternatively, a mobile set-up will enable bay swaps and
offer full flexibility in different locations of the workshop.
What is left to be mounted on the vehicle are the wheel adapters and the new lightweight, compact measuring
heads. Thanks to the new measuring heads—70% smaller in size and weight—carrying the equipment has
never been easier.
The all-new JOSAM i-track alignment system offers the following improved features:
- New design offers best-in-class ergonomics of the measuring heads
o 70 % lighter
o 70 % smaller
o Unit status can easily be checked thanks to membrane LED panel
- More robust construction of the angle reference and improved dust protection of
the laser unit.
- Shorter wheel adapter axles, making it easier for the operator to move around
the vehicle
- Measuring buses and coaches with large wheel arches and fenders is easier
than ever
- All leading to a lightning-fast diagnosis
The JOSAM i-track alignment system is highly recommended for diagnosis of
vehicles with multiple axle, as its fast and easy-to-handle mounting fixtures
enable the user to measure a 6x2 vehicle in a matter of minutes. Proportionally,
a vehicle with more axles can be measured even faster (per axle).
As an additional benefit, vehicles with properly aligned wheels will reduce their
CO2 emissions and tyre wear with a positive impact on both the environment
and the operating costs.
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